
BABY MAFIA 291 

Chapter 291: "Overpowered Monster" 

One look at the boy's emblem and everyone understood why it stood out from the rest of the Aretha 

Family's emblems. 

The unicorn and the pegasus on the boy's emblem had their eyes replaced with colourful gems. Their 

manes were laced with Mythril, while their hooves were built with precious stones. 

The emblem is so exquisite and lavish! 

"Then...this boy should be one of the famous Aretha brothers? Is he the third or the second son? He 

looks young!" One of the spectators couldn't help but ask his friends. 

After all, the Aretha Family was too influential, and these people couldn't simply ignore someone from 

that family, especially when this someone was a direct descendant. 

He's the Aretha Family's young master for sure! 

"I think he's the second son, Lael Aretha. He is only 13 but already helped his eldest brother in their 

territorial war!" 

"Oh, the little genius from the Aretha Family? I heard his ability is suitable to be a warfare strategist?" 

"Yeah, and if I'm not mistaken, he's also an alchemist. His alchemist talent is considered high-level!" 

"Really? Damn! An alchemist! What potion can he make?" 

"Regeneration. Powerful, right? That's why the Aretha Family has special rights inside the Alchemist 

Guild...it's all because of their second young master!" 

Even if the quality of the potion was only a low-level one for now, the boy had potential to raise the 

quality up to high-level potion or even holy potions! 

"Oh no...Lael Aretha is an alchemist? If he's that influential, what will happen to the Godtoddler? This 

boy clearly looks as if he has a blood feud with her…" 

One of Ainsley's secret fans couldn't help but worry for the baby. 

All of this happened just because of Ainsley's statement about her betting chip...it shouldn't be a big 

deal. 

However, this Lael boy made a big deal out of it! 

Ainsley's fans weren't the only ones worried for her. Even Jevon and the others also clenched their fists. 

It's someone from the Aretha Family again! They're everywhere, ah. Like bugs! So annoying… 

Ainsley's people who witnessed the Aretha siblings' tyrannical deed a few days ago at the Xavier Hotel 

were itching to beat up the boy. 

Only Jake stood still with his hands inside his trousers' pockets. 



Hmmm, someone from the Aretha Family? Evan's competitor? Didn't think the young master would 

come here to play...oh, well, so what if he's an alchemist? 

I believe an alchemist is a fart compared to the Godtoddler's luck ability. 

Jake didn't show any emotion on his face, but Jevon and the others flushed red. Their bodies trembled 

hard as they glared at Lael, wishing they could skin him alive. 

Why can't you leave our young miss alone? Our young miss hasn't even explained what's so special 

about her monster and you're already butting in! 

Jevon, the hot-blooded young man, was tempted to secretly attack the boy, but when he saw Ainsley 

still standing calmly, he also calmed down. 

It's okay, this arrogant boy can't do anything to Ain. He's just asking to be face-slapped! 

Indeed, Ainsley only curled the corner of her lips and pointed at the boy with her nose held high. 

"Truly, a fool. I haven't even explained my raptor monster speciality and why it's worthy to be a 

treasured betting chip...and you already rush to drag me down." 

The baby shook her head and let out a helpless sigh, as if the boy in front of her was even younger than 

her. 

"What a shame. The Aretha Family's second master doesn't have good eyes to recognise a treasure!" 

Ainsley snickered and slowly tugged Jake's hand, asking the young man to bend his back. 

"I believe the treasure I offered to all of you now is worthy of being a 3-stars treasure." 

The baby successfully made Jake bend his back and after signalling the big boss to carry her, the baby sat 

on the young man's arm as the young man lifted her up. 

While wrapping her arms around Jake's neck, Ainsley looked at Lael, who was now 'beneath' her. 

"How is it, young master Lael? Should I show you why my raptor is worth being a 3-star treasure 

comparable to your low-level handmade potion?" 

Lael heard the mockery in Ainsley's tone of voice and couldn't help but clenched his fists tightly. 

What right do you have to act so high and mighty in front of someone like me? You're just a member of 

a fallen family! 

Lael refused to believe that Ainsley's raptor was special. 

Even if it's shocking that the girl turned out to be a monster tamer, a contracted monster wouldn't be 

worth much to be called a treasure, no matter how powerful it might be. 

The boy snickered and was about to open his mouth when Ainsley waved her hand, interrupting him. 

"Okay, chop-chop, no bullish*t. Listen guys. This raptor is actually ownerless. And I can assure you that 

anyone can contract it even if you're not a monster tamer!" 



Of course, as long as they had an item to make a contract with monsters, it could happen. But whether 

they had the item or not, Ainsley didn't care. 

"How is it? A mutant mother monster with a metal attribute about to be a mid-level rank, owning 5 

other cubs, and non-monster tamers can also contract it...." 

The baby looked down at the gamblers while clinging to Jake's neck. 

The toddler curled the corner of her lips and beckoned her fingers at the crowds. 

"Is it worthy of being a 3-star treasure, or not?" 

The hall suddenly went silent. 

The gamblers held their breath. The casino staff covered their mouths. Their eyes bulged, almost 

jumping out. 

The heck? What kind of OP monster is that?! 

Chapter 292: "Ownerless and Wild" 

When Lael and the other gamblers heard Ainsley's explanation, their first reaction was to deny it. 

"No. That's impossible. Don't try to lie and think of us as idiots. There's no way a wild monster will be 

that docile!" Lael pointed at the mother raptor while raising his voice. 

His face flushed red, and his eyes glinted viciously. 

"Also, even if that monster is indeed a wild one, there's no way it will allow non-monster tamers to 

make a contract with it!" 

Even if non-monster tamers could make a contract with monsters as long as they had a suitable treasure 

for that, the monster wouldn't let them. 

The monster would only concede to a monster tamer worthy of its attention! 

The other gamblers in the hall also nodded along with Lael. 

"He's right...I have never heard of a monster willingly make a contract with a non-monster tamer…" 

That's why items made to allow non-tamers to contract a monster or a beast were only selling like hot 

potatoes for contracting beasts. 

Beast tamers could guide a wild beast to make a contract with non-beast tamers. They could even tame 

the beasts and make them serve as a vehicle for non-tamers… 

Just like the pair of Pegacons that Ainsley had. The Pegacons were already tame and would obey their 

current master that they recognised, which was Ainsley. 

Because of that, it would even obey Alvaro if they had to run faster, fly, or even swim in the ocean. As 

long as the owner treated them well and didn't abuse them, they wouldn't rebel at all. 

But monsters? Hah! 



Ainsley saw the look of disbelief in the gamblers' faces, but she didn't even bat an eyelid. The baby 

chuckled for a second before sweeping her gaze over the gamblers. 

"I know you guys won't believe me so easily...so let's just prove it right now." Ainsley squinted as she 

looked at the crowd in front of her, not allowing them to rebuke her. 

"Is there any monster tamer here? I won't ask my people because you guys will think I'm cheating. So, 

any monster tamer?" 

When Ainsley asked for a monster tamer, several people in the crowd flinched. They were actually 

monster tamers, but they didn't know what the baby wanted them to do…. 

Moreover, this mother raptor was quite scary. Even if they could tame mid-level and low-level monsters, 

they're still wary of its intelligent eyes. 

An intelligent monster is both heaven and hell for any monster tamers! 

The monster tamers in the crowd hesitated to make a move, but soon, one of them, a young girl around 

Jevon's age, stepped out. 

"Me. I'm a monster tamer. This is my monster tamer license." The young girl took out an identity card 

and showed it to the crowd before walking toward Ainsley. 

"Here, young Miss, my license. I'm a high-rank monster tamer." The young girl straightened her back as 

she introduced her ability rank. It turned out she's as strong as Jevon! 

An 18 years old high-rank monster tamer could be said as a genius comparable to those prodigies that 

Ainsley saw at the alley before. 

"Oh, a beautiful older sister!" Ainsley flashed a smile at the black-haired braided girl and took a quick 

glance at the license. When she saw that it's authentic, the baby nodded. 

"Alright, big sis. Thank you for volunteering! I actually need you to verify whether the mother raptor is 

ownerless or not." 

Ainsley grinned from ear to ear and slowly directed her charm ability at the young monster tamer. 

Without lacing it with her luck ability, it's actually already enough to make the young monster tamer to 

go 'kyaaa kyaaa' over Ainsley. 

"A-ah? O-okay, okay. This big sis will help you, cute Lil sis." The girl laughed heartily as she eagerly went 

to check the mother raptor. 

She knew why Ainsley wanted her to confirm the baby's words. It's all to make the gamblers feel assured 

that they won't be cheated. 

The moment the young girl went to look at the mother raptor, the raptor who was looking obedient 

before, instantly reacted. 

"GRRRRR!" The raptor opened its jaw and showed off its sharp fangs. It was truly ferocious. It looked as 

if it's about to pounce on the monster tamer. 



However, a small lizard-like monster on the girl's shoulder simply cast a glance at the mother raptor, and 

the mother raptor paused. 

It suddenly didn't dare to make a sound anymore. 

That's right. The lizard-like monster's aura suppresses the mother raptor because that small lizard is a 

high-level monster, even if it's only a baby! 

Seeing the mother raptor cautiously eyeing the young girl but didn't rashly make a move, Ainsley was 

slightly impressed. 

'If this is another monster, it will be afraid and won't even dare to eye the tamer. But this raptor still 

showed a subtle resistance yet wisely chose to observe her opponent carefully….' 

It seems that her intelligence is even higher than what I imagine! 

The young girl also noticed this and couldn't help but nod. 

"A good monster. Good, very good. Ah, and yes, it's indeed a wild one. I can't feel any sign of a contract 

coming from her soul." 

The young girl didn't take long to inspect the raptor. With just using her ability as a monster tamer, she 

knew that the monster was actually a wild one. 

"This mother raptor...is ownerless. It's a wild monster!" 

When the young girl repeated her statement, the crowds opened their mouths and sucked in the cold 

air. 

Even Lael's face changed. The boy looked at Ainsley and the monster tamer in disbelief. 

Oh, my! What did she say? Ownerless and wild monster? 

But that monster is so tame around the Godtoddler! 

How could this be?! 

Chapter 293: "Spread The News" 

"Impossible...that's not true...how...how could this be?" Lael looked at Ainsley with a blank gaze. 

He kept muttering 'impossible, impossible', not wanting to admit whatever the young monster tamer 

just said. 

How could a wild monster act so tame around a human? 

Even if the human were a monster tamer strong enough to tame it, without making a contract, it 

wouldn't willingly follow the human. 

It would simply choose to run to avoid being enslaved as a contract monster. 

But this baby? She didn't make a contract with the monster...but the monster followed her around as if 

it was her contracted monster? 



Is the monster a bootlicker or what?! Or is it a different case with a mutant monster? 

Lael would rather believe that a mutant monster might act differently than other non-mutant monsters. 

He would believe anything as long as it didn't show off the baby's mysterious might! 

"Ah, I see, I see. Maybe a mutant monster will act like a beast and might follow around a tamer without 

being contracted…" 

Lael hurriedly made a statement to avoid the gamblers from worshipping Ainsley's miraculous feat. 

Alas, he had just said that when the young monster tamer shook her head. 

"As far as I know, even a mutant monster will not follow a tamer without a contract. I must say that the 

young lady is a miracle." 

The young girl looked at Ainsley with sparkling eyes. 

"The young lady must be a unique monster tamer. She should have a one-in-a-kind ability...different 

from other monster tamers!" 

When the young girl brought Ainsley to another height, Lael almost spurted out blood. His round 

eyeglasses already had signs of cracking. 

Damn it. I purposely said what I said before to downgrade that baby! Why are you putting her on a high 

pedestal once more?! 

Now, look. The gamblers will start to worship the baby, ah! 

Indeed, after the young genius tamer announced the truth, the gamblers looked at Ainsley with wide 

eyes. 

So...the Godtoddler isn't a simple monster tamer, but one that has a unique feature? Isn't 

this...unbelievable? 

That thought surfaced in everyone's mind. 

Having an ownerless mutated mother monster following the baby around was already something 

impossible, yet it happened. 

What if it's also possible to make non-tamers contract the monster? 

If that's the case...won't this be the biggest breakthrough in the world of monster taming? Won't 

everyone rush to get the baby to get a monster or two? 

Who didn't want to have a ferocious monster as their contracted pet? A beast might be cool, but the 

monster was numerous. 

They could simply contract a mother monster, and once it bred tons of monster cubs, they could literally 

groom a whole monster army! 

Oh my! 



The gamblers' eyes suddenly turned green from greed. They instantly looked at the baby as if she's a 

holy saint or something. 

A treasure. She's a treasure! 

Ah, and the mother raptor too! A mother monster with a metal attribute, a mutant with high 

intelligence and owning 5 cubs… 

Priceless. Princeless! If one could upgrade the monster to a high-level one, they might as well build a 

whole raptor brigade or something. 

Damn! That's fcking cool! We must get this raptor! 

Sensing the gamblers' eager eyes, Ainsley gently curled her lips. The baby then asked the young girl to 

verify the monster cub, whether it is ownerless or not. 

After the young monster tamer verified it, Ainsley nodded in satisfaction. 

"To make sure you guys believe that anyone can contract this monster, I shall have my friend, Zack, to 

contract it." 

Ainsley looked at Zack and whispered in his ear. "Zack, you have the contract scroll, right? The one to 

make a contract with beasts or monsters without being a tamer…" 

"Uh, I don't bring one right now, but I can get it asap." 

Jake immediately texted his men to bring a contract scroll to the hall while Ainsley simply thought of the 

man as another nouveau riche young man. 

"Good, good." The baby nodded before looking at the crowd once more. 

"I can assure you that my friend here is not a monster tamer. The monster tamers in this hall, you guys, 

can verify it by yourselves." 

Ainsley made an inviting gesture to the monster tamers hidden in the crowd. She knew that monster 

tamers could sense whether a person had a monster taming ability or not. 

However, in her case, the others already believed that she's a unique monster tamer. 

Thus, even if they didn't sense any monster taming ability from the baby, they thought that it's because 

she's unique. 

Just like how a normal summoner couldn't detect an otherworldly summoner because an otherworldly 

summoner was a unique existence. 

Only another otherworldly summoner could sense their peers. 

As for what kind of monster tamer Ainsley was, the tamers in the hall didn't bother to inquire further. If 

there can be tons of monster tamer types, there can be an oddball like Ainsley too. 

Soon, the other tamers checked Jake's body and verified that he's not a monster tamer. Thus, he could 

be a good test subject for this whole new campaign. 



They only needed to wait for the contract scroll to help Jake contract this raptor cub. 

In a matter of minutes, Jake's men delivered the scroll, and there we go, all materials needed to contract 

the monster is complete. 

"Hum, good. Let's not prolong this and jump straight to the demo! Also, my dear gamblers, I advise you 

guys to record my demonstration." 

Ainsley looked at the crowd with a sweet smile on her face. 

"That way, you guys can tell your friends or family about this priceless treasure!" 

Spread the news. Make me even more famous! 

Chapter 294: "Pick Me!" 

Of course, Ainsley also asked Jevon to record her and spread the video to the internet. 

That way, not only could she avoid explaining things over and over again to the gamblers on other 

floors, but she could also gather potential customers for her monster-taming business! 

Yes, the baby intended to make use of her unique case to make connections and profit for the Sloan 

Family, making her family even stronger than before. 

Relying on this unique business alone, her family could return to its glorious era! 

What Ainsley planned had already taken seed right here, right now. The gamblers did take out their 

phones and waited for the girl to start. 

After making sure Jevon could record her perfectly, Ainsley nodded and beckoned her finger at the 

raptor cub. 

Of course, she didn't forget to use her charm ability laced with luck to enchant the raptor cub. 

"Grrrr…" the raptor cub as big as Cellino's cat form obediently trotted to Ainsley's side. It then looked up 

at the baby with its large, beady eyes. 

"Good. The raptor is ready. Zack, use your contract scroll to make a contract with this cub. If it resists, 

tell me right away." Ainsley informed Jake before focusing on the raptor cub. 

She silently conveyed her thoughts to the raptor cub. 

'Make a contract with this man here, will you?' 

Jake had already activated the scroll, and the scroll shone in blue light. The raptor cub could feel a 

binding power slowly creeping inside her soul. 

It started to panic. 

'Huh? Obeying a human other than you? No! Don't wanna!' 

The raptor cub let out a low growl and glared at Jake menacingly. The little cub opened its jaw and 

showed its sharp teeth, ready to attack Jake anytime. 



It looked as if it would rather die than submit. 

However, the next moment, Ainsley's charm ability washed over its mind once more. 

'C'mon, you love me, don't you? I'm your family, right? I'm your big sis! Now, listen to me. Obey that 

man.' 

Ainsley coaxed the raptor cub.? Being under the charm ability, the cub felt bad if it refused Ainsley's 

request. 

In fact, it was eager to please Ainsley by obeying her words. 

Left with no choice, the raptor stopped struggling and let Jevon's contract soul invaded her soul. 

In just a few minutes, Jake managed to imprint the raptor cub with his own soul and held a piece of the 

raptor's soul as a hostage. 

If the raptor went against his order or harmed him, it would die a tragic death. And, of course, with the 

power of the contract, the monster can't think of resisting Jake. 

Only sacred beasts could do that. Not even a high-level monster could! 

Once the contract was made, there was nothing magical happening between the two. 

That's how it was when one contracted a monster, unlike when one contracted a beast. 

However, after the contract, the raptor cub clearly let down her guard and didn't show off her teeth to 

Jake anymore. 

It slowly trotted to the young man's leg and rubbed her cheek against his calf, showing affection. 

When the gamblers saw this, their phone almost slipped out of their grips. 

Damn! The contract is a success! It's real! The Godtoddler can make a non-monster tamer contract a 

wild monster! 

The previously silent hall instantly broke in clamours. 

"Wow, that's crazy! She really did it!" 

"Dang. Am I blind? Did I see it wrong? How come that raptor cub suddenly acts chummy with that 

bunny-masked man…" 

"I even wonder if that raptor isn't a monster but a pet, you know. Hahahah." 

The gamblers could feel their blood boiling and their hearts pumped up. They gripped their phone 

tightly, still recording the scene while peeking at Ainsley with reddened eyes. 

She's a treasure! A miracle! If she can help us contract that mother raptor...even if it only has 4 more 

cubs now, it can always breed more cubs if it mated with another monster… 

Having a raptor brigade wouldn't be an impossible dream! 



The non-tamers inside the hall clenched their fists tightly as they looked at the mother raptor beside 

Ainsley as if they're looking at the peerless treasure. 

This raptor...it now worth more than a low-level potion! No, it can be comparable to a mid-level potion! 

And if the raptor levels up, its value may go beyond average potions. 

It's definitely worth more than just 3-stars treasure, such as low-level average potions! With this 

treasure, the Godtoddler could leisurely enter up to the 99th floor with no restriction at all. 

After all, the entry-level of the upper floors required the gamblers to bring one-star, two-stars, and 

finally, 3-stars treasure as their betting chip. 

However, unlike the 1st-50th floor so far, there's no upper limit of each floor. One could choose to stay 

on this floor even if they could enter higher floors. 

Thus, Ainsley could stay as long as she could on this floor to plunder treasures! 

The gamblers didn't even think that their treasures would be eaten clean. On the other hand, they 

wished that Ainsley never moved to a higher floor and remained here forever. 

We want that raptor and whatever monster the Godtoddler will use as a betting chip! 

With that thought, the quick-witted gamblers instantly pushed the crowd and rushed to Ainsley's place. 

"Me, me! Miss Godtoddler, I'll gamble with you! My betting chip is a wind elemental stone, 1-star 

treasure– " 

"No, pick me! My treasure is a 2-stars treasure!" 

"Peh, move on! Pick me!" 

The gamblers fought each other just to get a chance to play against Ainsley. 

They were afraid that others would win against Ainsley and got the mother raptor before them! 

The hall instantly plunged into utter chaos. 

Chapter 295: "A Treasure Hunt" 

The gamblers went mad. Almost all of them, who weren't monster tamers, rushed to surround Ainsley 

and started to offer things they used as their betting chips. 

"I use a 2-stars precious herb, good for nurturing one's soul! Pick me!" 

"No, no, pick me! I'll bet my piece of land at the outskirts. It's definitely worth a 3-stars treasure!" 

"Tch! You and your empty land can be called a treasure? Move on! I have this sacred fruit that can 

expand one's energy core by 2%!" 

The gamblers tried hard to please Ainsley and get themselves picked. However, not all gamblers did 

that. In fact, a certain boy stood still on the spot with his eyes wide open. 

This...no! This can't be! How could this be?! That nobody from the Sloan Family can do something so 

miraculous? 



Allowing non-tamers to contract a monster... is against the norm! That's impossible! There has never 

been such a case before! 

Lael refused to believe that Ainsley just created a history. 

One could imagine how the Sloan Family would definitely rise above the cloud with such a good 

business in their hands. 

No one could copy their monster-taming business. Thus, they'd be the sole seller...they would 

monopolise the entire market! 

And who wouldn't want to have one or two monsters as a contracted monster when they could do so in 

exchange for money or treasures? 

Even if the baby priced the monster in energy crystals, the big shots would very gladly do the bidding. 

Wouldn't this be bad, then? 

Lael's face darkened. He looked at the bunch of gamblers trying to get themselves on the mother raptor 

through gambling. The boy couldn't help but shout. 

"Everyone, don't panic. Don't get fooled! This toddler must be lying to us. There's no way you can 

contract a monster as a non-tamer!" 

Lael tried to affect the gamblers' mind so that Ainsley's potential business wouldn't have any customers 

due to the hoax. 

However, the gamblers didn't even give a glance at the boy. A few brave ones even shoved the boy aside 

and went to find Ainsley. 

"Pick me, Godtoddler! Pick me!" 

"Me, me!" 

"Ahhh, me! Go away!" 

"Godtoddler, I can buy your mother raptor if you want! Just state the price!" 

Someone even outright offered to buy the raptor instead of gambling to get it. 

The gamblers on this floor mainly were from high-ranked mafia families or big shots around the capital. 

Thus, they could fork out a lot of sum just to buy this low-level monster. After all, what they eyed wasn't 

only the monster but the connection they could make with the miraculous baby. 

If they found a wild monster with good specs, they could ask the Godtoddler for her service to contract 

the monster even as a non-monster tamer! 

The gamblers here were smart. When someone already offered to buy the raptor, they also followed 

suit. 

"Ah, I can also buy the raptor from you, Godtoddler! I'll offer you– " 

"No, listen to me. I can offer more! I'm from the Galeon Family– " 



The gamblers didn't back off from the deal just because of what Lael said. In fact, they got even crazier. 

Even the second son of the Aretha Family went as far as lying straight to our face. He must be trying to 

get the raptor all for himself! This deal is the real deal! 

Lael's shouts achieved a different effect on these crazy gamblers. 

Mission failed successfully! 

When Lael saw that no one bothered to look at him even though usually, they would try hard to bootlick 

him, the boy almost slumped to the floor. 

No! No! What is this? Since when did I, the second son of the Aretha Family, get ignored like this? How 

come all of them are busy flattering that nobody?! 

There's no way her ability is real, right? She must be faking it somehow! 

Lael stubbornly refused to believe Ainsley. The boy slowly walked away from the crowd while muttering 

'impossible. It's a fake. Impossible!' 

But would Ainsley care about someone from the Aretha Family? Meh. Her fairy friend, Finnie, seemed to 

hate Blair, someone from the Aretha Family. 

And so, she would try her best to boycott the Aretha Family! 

While Lael quietly left the hall to find his siblings and tell them about this shocking news, the baby 

started to organise the chaotic hall. 

"Okay, okay, everyone, line up and show me your betting chip! Remember, I won't sell the raptor. I'll 

only use it as a betting chip!" 

Ainsley would be a fool to sell the raptor just for one treasure or other items. 

If she could get the treasures without losing the raptor through gambling, why should she sell it? 

Thus, the baby started to pick some gamblers that had good stuff, which she needed. 

[That guy has a high-quality wind stone. If your cat can absorb it, his power will go up by a notch.] The 

Godfather started to guide Ainsley. 

[Pick that one too. That herb can minimise your energy consumption upon use. Good stuff.] 

[That red-blue flame fruit is also good, Lil lass. It can expand your energy core by 5%! Better than 

whatever sacred fruit the previous guy offered.] 

[Oh! Good stuff for a monster tamer! Pick that guy with a rare 'monster pheromone' potion. That potion 

can help monster tamer to attract monsters.] 

[Ah, that one too. Good for your Lil Eli. Hm, that ointment, yes. Her speed will be faster if she uses that 

ointment every day.] 

The Godfather picked 5 to 10 gamblers with the most suitable treasures for Ainsley. 

After that, he advised the baby to move on to another floor once she's done with these gamblers. 



It's time for a treasure hunt! 

Chapter 296: "She's Dangerous" 

Of course, Ainsley believed her mentor and quickly did whatever the Godfather advised her to do. 

In this case, Godfather's usefulness already beat Zev, the official system built to assist Ainsley. 

Zev could only look at the Godfather with a wry smile on his face. 

Damn it, you. You really favour this little lad, yeah? I have never seen you so eager to teach and help 

someone! 

Unfortunately, he also knew that the Godfather did the right thing for Ainsley. Thus, the pitiful toddler 

spirit could only annoy the Godfather sometimes or helped Ainsley with minor issues. 

That day, Ainsley plundered tons of treasure and rose to the 70th floor. 

She swept the whole 20 floors in one go! 

After all, she only went against at most 10 gamblers on each floor, and she won it easily in the shortest 

time possible. 

Among the treasures she robbed legally, she also had several items that helped her expand her energy 

core once more. 

This time, her energy core almost became as big as a tennis ball! 

With that, her luck ability limit became '10', doubled from the previous limit. 

Even Cellino, Jevon, Elliana, and the other five buds also benefited from today's plundering. 

Jake, the only outsider, also got a cute little mutant raptor with a metal attribute as a pet. And so, he 

also benefited. 

The news of Ainsley being able to make non-monster tamers contract a monster spread like fire 

throughout the casino. 

The internet was also on fire with the appearance of the shocking video of the baby's demonstration. 

However, unlike the casino players who already believed Ainsley, thanks to her reputation as the 

invincible gambler, the people on the internet got divided into two sides. 

The first camp believed the authenticity of the video and already started to inquire about the miraculous 

baby. 

The second camp debated and doubted the video's authenticity, thus, creating a hot debate in the 

forum and the comment section. 

Ainsley quickly became a hot topic both in real life and on the internet. Some evil people even planned 

to kidnap the baby, but before they could do so, they had to find out more about the baby. 

Unfortunately, Jake, Evan, and Finley were Ainsley's shadow knights. The three big shots used whatever 

they could to protect Ainsley's real identity. 



They even sent even more shadow guards to protect Ainsley against stronger kidnappers or other 

organisations. 

While they protected the little boss from the dark, the three bigshots gathered at one place right when 

the little baby was fast asleep in her hotel. 

"I can't believe that baby has such an incredible ability...if she can tame more monsters, she can arm her 

family with tons of monsters." 

Evan shook his head as he imagined the rise of the Sloan Family. If his intuition weren't wrong, it 

wouldn't be long before the Sloan Family rose to the top once more. 

And all of that just because a baby leads them! 

"Hum. I'm also surprised, you know. Take a look at this little cutie." Jake nodded at Evan and casually 

picked up the raptor cub he got from Ainsley. 

"After I made a contract with this guy, this guy was so obedient that it scared me. What the heck did 

that baby do to this cub?" 

Jake placed the raptor cub on his lap and let the raptor lay there. The raptor didn't even act hostile 

toward Jake, but it did eye Finley and Evan with a fierce gaze. 

"Hmmm. That's really wonderful. It's truly our luck to find someone like her. I can't imagine how 

wonderful she will become once she grows up." 

Evan observed the raptor and was amazed once more. 

Ainsley had truly tamed the raptor and allowed it to obey another person's command. Just what did she 

do? Her monster taming ability should be a unique one! 

Both Evan and Jake didn't know how Ainsley tamed the raptor, but Finley did. The boy sat next to Evan 

with his legs crossed. A smile hung on his fair face. 

Heheheh. You did it, huh, Ain. Your charm ability is already so strong it can affect other species and even 

do things like this! 

In no time, you might even charm inanimate objects, you know? 

Finley was secretly admiring Ainsley while going through the report he got from his men. To his surprise, 

he saw his men reporting about Ainsley's meeting with the Aretha siblings. 

The first time was at the Xavier hotel. The second time, at the alley. The third time, at the gambling hall. 

They kept bumping into each other, and they seemingly had a bad relationship. Seeing this report, Finley 

squinted. 

The Aretha siblings, heh… 

They're really arrogant, just like in the past. However, for them to meet Ain this fast...dunno whether it 

is good or not. 



Finley tapped his knees, feeling a bit sceptical toward the Aretha siblings' encounter with Ainsley. From 

what he knew, those siblings wouldn't let things slide so easily… 

'I shall keep an eye on those siblings.' 

Coincidentally, while Finley was feeling suspicious at the Aretha siblings, the three of them were 

gathering at their hotel, which wasn't the Xavier hotel, for sure. 

"Second brother, if what you said is right, I think we should tell dad and quickly take action to uproot 

this threat." Blair sat on the sofa as she looked at her two brothers with a glint in her eyes. 

When she heard the news from Lael, she suddenly recalled Valerie's weird behaviour, and couldn't help 

but associate the two cases together. 

Her conclusion was that...Ainsley, that b*tch, has a natural ability to charm monsters and beasts! 

She's dangerous. We can't let her live. 

"Let's ask dad to attack the Sloan Family asap!" 

Chapter 297: "How Pathetic!" 

Hearing Blair's suggestion, the brothers didn't refuse and instantly agreed. "I also think that way, Blair." 

Lael looked at his phone and started to type. 

The boy sent a message to his father, telling him about what happened at the capital and why they 

should attack the Sloan Family. 

In just 5 minutes, Lael's father replied to the message. 

Michael: Really? Does such a baby truly exist? If she's a threat to our family, dad shall send our affiliated 

families to attack them. 

Lael: Hum, dad. Send at least 1 high-ranked family and a few mid-ranked! The Sloan Family got three 

sacred beasts, and that b*tch tamed one of them. We've got to be careful. 

Michael: I see, I see. Do as you fit. It's not a big deal to crush such a weak family. But don't kill that baby. 

Maybe we can enslave her for our family's benefit. 

Michael didn't think much about attacking a fallen family with no backing. For him, this was just his way 

to please his children, especially his beloved lucky star, Blair. 

Since Blair also wanted to attack the Sloan Family, Michael agreed in a heartbeat. 

Michael: I'll arrange for the forces to attack the Sloan Family's main territory in a few days. How is it? 

Lael: Good, dad! We will stay in the capital for two more days to attend the Billios Casino's auction. I 

hope the Sloan Family will be gone by then. 

Michael: Yeah, up to you, son. I'm busy with other matters. I'll let your first brother arrange the invasion. 

But I bet he won't join the invasion troop too. 



Lael: It's okay, dad. Just send big brother's contracted sacred beast, the Pegasus, to fend off the Sloan 

Family's tamed holy beast. 

Michael: Hmm, good idea. Vallan, that pegasus is getting bored, anyway. Going to war might ease his 

boredom. 

Lael: yup. Thanks, dad. Blair said she loves you the most. 

Michael: haha. Tell her to call me asap. Adios. 

Lael closed the chat and looked at his two siblings, who were looking at him with expectant eyes. 

"How is it? Did dad agree?" Asael was like sitting on fire. He couldn't help but jump and grabbed Lael's 

arm, shaking it hard. 

"Yeah, yeah. Did daddy agree? He did, right? Daddy is the best, after all." Blair also approached Lael and 

coyly tugged the boy's sleeve. 

The way she called her adoptive dad was quite intimate for someone who didn't even inherit the Aretha 

Family's bloodline. 

Lael looked at both children and nodded. "No worries. Dad agreed. We should just sit back and enjoy the 

show." The young boy curled his lips, showing a dark, eerie smile. 

But his siblings didn't seem to feel like puking at such a suspicious-looking smile. Both of them looked at 

each other and jumped on their feet. 

"Yeah! That's good!" 

"Hum, hum. Will daddy send Vallan too? That toddler has a sacred beast, too, after all." Blair 

immediately asked Lael, afraid that their family underestimated the Sloan Family. 

If that happened, they couldn't completely destroy the Sloan Family! 

"Hahaha. Dad said he will let Vallan attack the Sloan Family together with forces from one high-ranked 

family, and at least 5 mid-level families." 

The 13-year-old boy fixed his round eyeglasses and snorted. 

"There will be around 500 ability users at least, and many of them are multiple ability users. The fallen 

Sloan Family will only have 200 to 300 forces ready for war." 

After all, the other forces should be divided into several other small territories around the main 

territory. 

The high-ranked and mid-ranked families only need to send 50-100 people each, and they could win an 

easy war against the weak Sloan Family. 

A mid-ranked family should at least have 500 people ready for war, after all. But the Sloan Family only 

had 200-300 despite being a mid-ranked mafia family. 

How pathetic! 



Hearing Lael's words, Blair silently sighed in relief. 

"That's good, that's good. We can't underestimate the Sloan Family even if they're weak...I heard they 

still have the 7 great elders and the 9 generals." 

"Ah, that's easy. Send over several ability users with 'neutralising' ability, and we're good. We can even 

send air forces, and those peeps can't even run." 

Lael, someone who's experienced in joining a territorial war, knew well about small-scale warfare. 

A good air force was essential to win this kind of war, but the Sloan Family's air forces deteriorated. 

What Lael said as air forces weren't fighter jets or bombers, but more of aerial beasts and monsters. 

After all, in the face of a mafia family's anti-air force barrier, only monsters and beasts could breach it. 

Even though the Sloan Family fell to the mud, they're not stupid to disable their anti-air force barrier. If 

they did, one small bomb would have demolished their territories! 

When Blair heard Lael's explanation, she couldn't help but nod excitedly. 

"Good, good! Now, then...we should wait for the auction on the 100th floor in two days." Blair had a 

dreamy look on her face when she mentioned Billios Casino's weekly auction. 

After all, she heard that they would auction an elf this time! The Billios Family had a close relationship 

with the elves, so it's kinda weird that they would auction one as a slave. 

This elf should be a special entity, then. 

Lael and Asael were also worked up to attend the auction. Not only could they buy some unique items, 

but the auction was also a place where status and connections matter. 

In other words, they could enjoy others' envious gaze as they used the VVIP rooms up above! 

And just like that, the fourth day in the capital passed by. The fifth day came… 

It's time to collect more treasures to reach the 100th floor! 

Chapter 298: "Mission Accomplished" 

Going back a few hours before the fifth day in the capitol began, the Aretha Siblings kept talking about 

destroying the Sloan Family throughout the night, as a form of entertainment. 

However, little did they know that several people sent by a certain boy were listening to them in the 

dark. 

"This is bad. The Aretha scums want to attack the Sloan Family! We have to tell the young master." 

One of the men sent to keep an eye on the Aretha siblings instantly told his colleagues. 

"Hurry. Inform the young master!" With no further ado, they took out their phones, about to tell Finley 

right away when suddenly… 

Swoosh! 



The wind blew hard, and four figures appeared from the other side of the shadow. Under the moonlight, 

their silvery hair glimmered viciously like a knife ready to butcher the lambs. 

"Kill them." One of the four people with silver hairs muttered to his people. 

In the blink of an eye, before Finley's men could send any message, these silver-haired people flickered 

and suddenly appeared behind them. 

Moon steps! One step covered several meters in an instant. 

Finley's men hadn't even reacted when the four people blocked their mouths with a gag. 

! 

"Mmm! Mmm!" Finley's people widened their eyes in horror. They couldn't let out a single noise and 

these four people already sliced their throat in a heartbeat. 

Splash! 

Blood splashed the balcony, and the body of the men in black fell to the floor with a soft thud. 

BRUGH. 

The men in black left the world with their eyes wide open. Shock and disbelief was written all over their 

faces, yet no one cared. 

"Clean them up. Don't let the young masters and young miss know about this." 

The leader of the silver-haired people looked at the corpses with cold eyes. It slowly turned around and 

dashed into the shadow, leaving no trace behind. 

Only his back glimmered under the moonlight, vaguely showing a unique Pegasus wings and Unicorn's 

twisted horn symbol. 

That's the symbol of the Aretha Family's current protectors...the Moonlight Shadows! 

"Roger, leader." The three other silver-haired people looked at their boss' departing back and 

immediately dragged the lifeless bodies of the men in black. 

One of the three people, presumably a woman, took these men's phone and any other communication 

devices before destroying it. 

With eyes as cold as the full moon, the woman shook her hands. 

"Nobody shall disturb our young masters and young miss' wishes." 

She flipped her long hair underneath her black hoodie and soon left the balcony without noises. 

The other two also followed after their peers while bringing the dead bodies along. 

When they left, the balcony returned to its original state. The blood stain was gone, and one couldn't 

even find a single footprint there. 

No one knew what happened that night. Not even Finley. At least, until the next day. 



The fifth day in the capital. 

Ainsley went to the casino early in the morning. 

The baby was determined to climb up to the 90th floor, once again spreading her name throughout the 

casino. 

Ainsley had already become so popular that her pictures were everywhere inside the casino. The 

internet was also still on fire, talking about her unique monster-taming ability. 

By now, even new gamblers of the Billios Casino had already heard of the Godtoddler's name simply 

because she gambled 1000 times and had never lost even once up to this second. 

She really lived up to her title 'The Invincible Godtoddler'. 

Even the Godfather's gambling record paled in comparison to the Godtoddler's record! 

"The Godtoddler is still playing on the 80'th floor! Hurry, go there! The miraculous mother raptor is also 

there." 

"Really? Fck. Let's try our luck then. But I'm not sure we can win against that invincible baby…" 

"It's okay. As long as we get picked, we still have a chance to form a good relationship with her. I heard 

that she could make non-monster tamers contract wild monsters!" 

"Oh, dang. What are we waiting for then? Go, go!" 

Whenever Ainsley stepped foot on a certain floor, the gamblers would immediately rush to that floor's 

gambling hall. 

The hall would always be packed to the brim, full of wealthy gamblers trying to see the miraculous baby. 

The baby's name even spread to the mafia society's 7 great families and the 7 sacred families. 

Ironically, the 7 sacred families even tried to poach her to enter their family, not knowing that she's 

from the fallen 7 sacred families, the Sloan Family. 

She's even the family head, ah! 

The fifth day went smoothly and Ainsley robbed several good treasures as well. 

By now, Cellino had grown even stronger, and he obtained several new skills as well. 

A hurricane! With a long howl, the Fenrir could create a large-area hurricane, suitable for warfare. 

The whisper of the wind! With the help of the wind, he could even smell and hear people or animals 

from miles away. 

His ability enabled him to notice the shadow guards following Ainsley behind, but since those people 

didn't bother Ainsley and protected her instead, Cellino let them off. 

Aside from Cellino, Ainsley also grew stronger. 



The baby strengthened her charm ability and her luck ability until she could charm several mid-level 

monsters with just a wink. 

Furthermore, her luck ability could be used non-stop for several hours without inducing any side effects. 

Just like that, Ainsley grew stronger and was unstoppable. 

Late at night, she had already reached the 99th floor earlier than she expected! 

The moment Ainsley conquered the 99th floor, and was about to enter the 100th floor, the always-silent 

system finally made a noise. 

TING! [Congratulations, host. You just accomplished the first main mission! Click here to receive your 

reward.] 

Ainsley's eyebrows instantly jumped. Her heart skipped a beat. 

It's here! Finally! My Enlightenment Potion! 

Chapter 299: "Goddess of Fortune and Misfortune" 

When Ainsley got the notification, she rushed back to the hotel and locked herself inside the toilet. 

With the Godfather and Zev spirits floating in the air near her, the baby looked at the toddler spirit with 

sparkling eyes. 

"Zev, where's my enlightenment potion? Hurry, hurry, gimme!" The baby was already anxious to drink 

the potion and improved one of her special abilities. 

With that, she would be stronger and could protect her people well! 

Zev looked at Ainsley's flushed face and sighed. "Calm down, boss. Check the interface first, okay? Click 

the 'Accept reward' option." 

"Okay." Ainsley immediately obeyed. She checked the half-transparent panel that no one could see and 

clicked the 'accept reward' button. 

Immediately right after, the interface glowed in pale blue light before a bottle of potion appeared out of 

thin air. 

The fist-sized potion elegantly floated in the air while slowly falling into the baby's hands. 

Thud. 

The potion's bottle touched Ainsley's palms, sending a slightly cold sensation to the baby. The blue-ish 

liquid inside the bottle swayed and splashed the glass wall, leaving a glittery after-effect. 

"This...is this the enlightenment potion?" Ainsley gripped the potion bottle that resembled an ink bottle 

with a face full of wonder. 

The potion appeared out of thin air! How is it possible? Did the system send it through space and time 

or something? 

All of this was quite miraculous for the baby, but Zev only responded with a nod. 



"Yeah, that's the potion. Once you drink it, there will be an upgrade option on your system panel. 

Choose which ability you want to upgrade." 

An Enlightenment potion enabled the consumer to unlock a new skill related to their abilities. 

For example, Ainsley hadn't acquired the skill to manipulate living beings' luck. But with the potion, she 

would acquire that skill in mere seconds. 

She could also choose to upgrade her charm ability. In that case, the baby could control the person she 

charmed from afar, just like a remote control. 

Although it only worked for one person or monster, that skill was already overpowered. 

Imagine controlling someone else through a charm ability with no distance limit! That's already beyond 

the boundary of what a charm ability could do. 

However, the system's enlightenment potion made all those things possible. If this is just an 

enlightenment potion made by others, the effect wouldn't be that great. 

That's why...all hail the system! 

When Ainsley finished listening to the explanation, her face flushed red once more, clearly too excited. 

"Incredible! Good, good! I'll drink this now." Ainsley immediately popped open the potion bottle and 

chugged the blue liquid as if it was your ordinary juice. 

The moment the blue-ish liquid entered the baby's mouth, a cooling sensation washed over, followed by 

a slight taste of blueberry. 

The potion was surprisingly sweet, just like a cocktail! 

Once the potion travelled to Ainsley's throat, the baby could feel the refreshing sensation spreading 

throughout her body. 

Her mind became clearer, and it felt as if a layer of fog disappeared from her eyesight. Everything 

seemed to be sparkling, and Ainsley saw a whole new world. 

Is this what people said as being enlightened? If so, indeed. 

Right now, Ainsley suddenly felt that she's way smarter and wiser than before...although that feeling 

only lasted for seconds. 

Ainsley closed her eyes, enjoying this feeling of being enlightened. 

However, just as she's getting immersed in this cool sensation, a notification sounded in her mind, along 

with a half-transparent panel popping out right in front of her eyes. 

TING! [Consuming one bottle of Enlightenment Potion. Presenting the upgrade options???] 

[#1 Luck ability---> unlocking the 'Goddess of Fortune and Misfortune' skill.] 

[Description: 'The Goddess of Fortune and Misfortune' skill enabled the user to manipulate other living 

beings' luck to an extreme degree.] 



[E.g: Extreme unluckiness will lead to certain deaths in various forms while extreme luck will lead to 

fortunes. The energy required to use the skill shall be double of the usual amount.] 

[The skill shall take effect in a radius a mile away from the ability user. A precise skill control is required 

to target numerous people.] 

[List of beings that the skill will work on: ] 

Humans (regardless of abilities and strength) 

The stronger the target, the larger the energy consumption. 

Beasts (of all levels except the legendary beast) 

Monsters (of all kinds and levels) 

Elves, Fairies, Dwarfs, and other Mythical creatures with intelligence. 

Magical plants or magical organism 

Spirits & The elementals 

The system hadn't even presented the other upgrade options when Ainsley already picked the first one. 

"I choose the Goddess of Fortune and Misfortune skill. That one. Yes, let me upgrade my luck ability to 

that degree!" Ainsley was literally drooling as she eyed that particular skill. 

The other upgrade options didn't seem as attractive as this one, at least for now. After all, when one 

could manipulate other beings' luck, they would literally be the most dangerous thing in the world. 

Even if Ainsley couldn't choose what kind of misfortune shall befall her target, she was sure that as long 

as her skill was active, the amount of misfortune befalling her target would be endless! 

No wonder the skill was named 'The Goddess of Fortune and Misfortune'. It could literally bless those 

who were good to her, and curse those who were evil. 

The energy consumption might be large, but Ainsley checked her energy core and it already had enough 

energy supplies. Her luck ability limit also grew to '15'. 

It means, she could continuously use this newly-gained skill for maximum an hour against 500 average 

ability users. 

And in that one whole hour, the baby would decide people's fate through their luck. 

She would be invincible, even when fighting against tons of enemies. 

Ainsley was dead set on this skill! 

Chapter 300: "The Second Main Mission" 

"I choose this!" Ainsley repeated her choice, and before Zev could say something, the system already 

responded. 



TING! [Upgrading exclusive ability: Luck Manipulation. Obtaining new skill: The Goddess Of Fortune and 

Misfortune] 

The system didn't do any fancy trick and just shot a ball of white light to the baby. Ainsley felt something 

warm entering her abandonment, especially her energy core. 

The light became a trigger for the potion's effect. At that moment, Ainsley could vaguely feel the 

amount of luck in other people around her, including Zev and the Godfather. 

Godfather: Crystal-level luck 

Zev: Diamond-level luck 

Elliana: Gold-level luck 

Since the girl was alone with the two spirits and Elliana outside of the bathroom, she could only see the 

data of these three people. 

Yes, she could see their data above their heads! She didn't just vaguely feel their luck level anymore and 

could accurately see it. 

"Hmmm...crystal and diamond…" Ainsley looked at the Godfather and Zev's data. 

Since she didn't know how good their luck was with the assessment, she quickly goes through the luck 

level rank provided by the system. 

Once she saw the information, she was speechless. 

Lowest to highest luck level rank 

?Wood [Extreme bad luck. Prepare a coffin!] 

?Iron [Bad luck. Advised to never go outside of your house] 

?Bronze [Slightly bad luck. Can be cured by talismans and lucky charm] 

?Silver [Mediocre. You're average. Just like your look] 

?Gold [Good luck. You will win several lotteries] 

?Platinum [Slightly good luck. But only thanks to your good look] 

?Diamond [Your luck is too much, to be honest] 

?Crystal [Just...be the main character!] 

Putting aside the ridiculous commentary done by the system, Ainsley almost bit her tongue when she 

realised that crystal-rank luck was over the roof. 

The Godfather had crystal-level luck! He might as well be the main character! 

No wonder the guy became the best mafia boss in history. He's literally oozing with too much luck… 

Ainsley suddenly wondered if she could suck the Godfather's luck? 



However, before she even tried, the system already gave her a few words. 

[Next luck-related skill yet to be unlocked: The Luck Thief.] 

[The Luck Thief: Able to steal luck from lucky people and store it for personal use. Can even transfer the 

luck to someone else. It works with bad luck too.] 

Ainsley was suddenly intrigued with the system description of this new skill she had yet to unlock. 

What a cool thing, bro! So...not only could she manipulate others' luck, she could even steal it! 

It means the person would lose their luck...and that's kinda the same as manipulating their luck, but she 

could save the stolen fortune and use it without needing any energy consumption. 

Fck. Why don't I open a luck bank instead? 

No wonder this 'The Luck Thief' skill was even more advanced than the Goddess of Fortune and 

Misfortune skill. 

Of course, all of this could happen because Ainsley got a system to support her. Thus, she could 

continuously upgrade her luck ability skills to a whole new height. 

However, from now on, the baby should carefully choose which ability she had to upgrade...and might 

as well do several main missions at the same time! 

"Heheheh. Heh. Hweheh!" Ainsley grinned from ear to ear as she studied her interface, not knowing 

that the two spirits had a dark face all along. 

[Godddammit, Zev, you bastard. Why did you input that skill in her upgrade option? Now, she can 

manipulate our luck too!] 

The Godfather fidgeted as he looked at the incredibly excited Ainsley. After all, he was afraid that he 

would be the first experimental subject… 

[Hush. That's needed if she wanted to be the best baby mafia in the whole world! Her mission is way 

more difficult than yours, kay?!] 

Zev also looked at Ainsley's lecherous smile with a helpless look. 

Haish. I can't bully this little pig, then. If I bullied her like how I bullied Dave, she could just manipulate 

my luck to wood level...and I'll have to prepare my second coffin? 

The two spirits gulped as they eyed Ainsley cautiously. At the same time, the system gave another 

notification to the baby. 

TING! [#2 Main Mission. Spread the Godtoddler name throughout the whole capital.] 

[Mission grade: S] 

[Description: Make the whole capital know your name. Not a single person should be left out. Be as 

popular as the Godfather!] 

[Deadline: Before you turn 10] 



[Reward: Based on the completion grade.] 

Grade D: A bottle of enlightenment lotion. (Finishing the mission right when the host turned 10) 

Grade C: Two bottles of enlightenment potion (The host's age turned 8) 

Grade B: Two bottles of enlightenment potion, a small 3-coloured crystal mine (Host's age is 7) 

Grade A: Two bottles of enlightenment potion, a medium-sized 4-coloured crystal mine (Host's age is 6) 

Grade S: Two bottles of enlightenment potion, large 5-coloured crystal mine (Host's age is 5) 

Grade SSS: Two bottles of enlightenment potion, a super large 6-coloured crystal mine (Host's age is 4 

y.o) 

When Ainsley saw the list of the rewards she might get from completing the second main mission, she 

almost spurts out blood. 

What?! I can even receive a crystal mine? Energy crystal? Fck! That's what my family needed, ah! 

Even when the Sloan Family was still at the top, they only had a medium-sized 6-coloured energy crystal 

mine. 

However, the system promised to give Ainsley a super large 6-coloured energy crystal mine as long as 

she finished the second mission before she turned 5! 

She had to be a four-year-old toddler or younger when she accomplished the mission to get the best 

reward of them all. 

Ainsley was instantly fired up. 

I'll accomplish the second main mission before I turn 5! 

Just see! 

 


